DependencyViewer helps to control package dependencies to avoid degeneration ofpackage designs. To this end it computes design quality metrics including stability and abstractness for each Java package and draws the package graph in a way, such that violations ofvarious design principles are immediately visible. In addition DependencyViewerprovides severalfeatures to inspect the packages at various levels of details including at the level of source code.
Introduction
Existing tools that compute package level metrics either do not provide visualizations at all or use standard graph layout for the package graph and simply show the metrics as tables or annotations. In contrast DependencyViewer uses an extended hierarchical layout algorithm that uses the metrics, here abstractness or stability, to determine the graph layers. In the resulting layout backedges are colored red' as they indicate violations of design principles.
Packages can be expanded to show more detail on demand, i.e., the classes with their methods and attributes contained in each package. Both expansion of packages as well as the navigation within a package preserves the mental map ofthe graph, i.e., the overall layout ofthe graph. Inner edges are connected to ports at the border ofthe package, when the user selects other classes in a package or browses through the method list, the inner edges are updated while the outer graph remains unchanged.
The above principles should not only guide the design of a system, but also be enforced during evolution of the system. To this end DependencyViewer computes package design quality metrics from the compiled source code by traversing Java class files. These metrics include:
Number of Classes and Interfaces The number of concrete Cc and abstract classes A, ( In Figure 1 the values of the above n are shown as colored columns3 for the pa eclipse.swt.events. Figure 2 shows the age graph of SWT with respect to abstractness. A glance we see that there are many red backward edges using abstractness and only a few when using stabi layer the package graph. DependencyViewer analyzes byte code stored in class files or JAR archives. Metrics are either computed by the internal analyzer or external ones and stored in the repository. Our internal analyzer uses the BCEL API [2] to parse class files and to compute the metrics. As external analyzers currently JDepend [1] and Dependency Finder [6] are supported. The contents ofthe repository can be stored as XML reports and even reloaded from these. The package graph is built from the information of the repository and rendered by the client allowing the user to interactively explore it.
Many graph drawing algorithms for hierarchical graphs follow the Sugiyama approach [5] . It works in four phases: assigning the nodes to layers, reducing edge crossings, computing absolute coordinates for the nodes and finally edge 3The value of the metrics are visually encoded both by the color (using a linear optimal color scale) as well as the height of the columns. age is expanded as shown in Figure 3, 
